Aydın Pulluk

Modern agriculture
modern equipment

As done in all our
ploughs; reversible
ploughs are made from
boron steel, too. You can
choose your plough’s working
width as you can do the
same with its underframe
clearence, working
depth and inch.

Our this plough is the
model which is prefered by
modern farming countries
due to its time fuel saving
feature. In reversible ploughs
number of nuts and bolts on
mouldboard are less than
on other ploughs. So it
lasts longer.
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Open to innovation

Good ploughing, good products

Aydın Pulluk, as a
producer, who knows
the demond a farmers
are changing day by day
according to product, tractor
and type of soil, produces
its good according to this
and follows up the
innovations.

Obtaining good
product requires good
plowing. To do this;
andjustment
(inch, working depth –
working width) should be
easy. You can adjust
this plough easily.
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Support to production

We offer high quality
reversible ploughs at a
reasonable price In order
to compete with EU, global
farmers. We make it easy
for our farmers to reach
modern agricultural
uquipment by making
the prices low.

Our reversible
ploughs are easily
adjusted to all the
tractors from the lowest to
highest hp. You can use
our ploughs easily no
matter the soill type
or product type is.

Adaptable equipment
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Long lasting

Easy to reach

You can easily find
what you look for at
Aydın Pulluk; who has got
a big range of product. Even
more, ploughs are produced
in different types and inches
according to demonds for
different tractor and
type of soil.
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This product provides
non-stop ploughing with
its spiral spring system.
You can install new security
system with one small spare
part instead of changing
whole system when there is
deformation of working
part.
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Our Automatic
mechanic-sprin g
plough is 3 knife and
slat mouldboard. It is
manufactured with non-welded
body. We have models suitable
for all tractors. Its protects
tractor and plough by its
mechanism on rocky
and rooted soils.

Easy to use

Quality
hidden in
details
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Under difficult
conditions ; high
efficiency and ploghing
is gaired by it spiral spring
system. You can maket he
plough bigger by adding
+1 body or changing the
distance between bodies
or adjusting inside
width.

Our best-seller in
Turkey is mouldboard
plough. High type is in our
product range. Distance
between bodies is arranged
optimum distance to obtain
good ploughing. All parts
touching soil are bor
steel.

Classic and economic

It’s our the most
economical model. Spare
parts are standart. It has
easy-changable parts and
new model mouldboards
which turns more soil. It is a
model which you’ll enjoy
while preparing a good
seed bed.
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Easy to plough

This model is the most
prefered one in Turkey and
neighbour countries. Parts
touching soil are bor steel.
Turning (ploughing) angle is
just desingned, and feature
to close the soil completely.
Shares are dual sided.

We prevent organic
substances throwing into
air by adjusting ploughing
angle. We provide soil to
close all those substances.
We enrich the soil while
ploughing.

High efficiency
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Maximum productivity

Our farmers can
easily change spare parts
when needed. Our profile
frame convention ploughs
are more long-lasting due to
their less part numbers. The
latest technology is used
in this model in addition
to its 3 share, slat
mouldboards.

In this model “nonwelded body” used fort
he first time in Turkey is used
without weaking the body.
Maximum efficiency is obtained.
Ploughing speed is increased
according to plough’s weight
and beter ploughing is
obtained without tiring
the tractor.
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Fuel saving

On the contrary
to common houghts,
our reversible ploughs
are easy to use and
comfortable. You don’t
need much experience to
do the adjustments. You
can do it with easy,
small changes.
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Product range

Aydın Pulluk offers
different products to
farmers who deal with
vineyards and orchards. This
model has small shares and
mouldboards. So it doesn’t harm
the roots. It ventilates the soils
and increases the product
quality. By its slieds it
arranges the distance
between trees.
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Sustainable agriculture

It is the classic model
which we have been
producing since 1968. Its
main properties are kept. It is
newly designed with 3-share
and slat mouldboards. It is
also the most prefered
model by neighbour
countries farmers.

There is no
other machine can
replace plough. None of
applications could provide
efficiency persistence.
Ability to reach organic
substances-which the soil
needs - can be reached
by ploughing.
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Happy farmer

We are at all phases
of human life. The
important thing for farmer
is enjoying his/her work.
Aydın Pulluk is keeping
working for happy and
pleased farmers.
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Innovative identity
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Aydın Pulluk continues
to exist everywhere the
agriculture is and at every
soil and all climates with its
innovator identity.

Suitable for greenhouse
productions

Water is life

It is designed for
farmers who work ing
greenhouse (etc) areas.
It is our smallest plough
and suitable for
10-30 hp tractors.

This is the model which
prepares the way that
brings together the
product and water.
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The biggest
in Turkey
It is possible to
produce its working
width, distance between
bodies according to our
farmers demonds at order.
Due to its different body,
it can be made as big as
wanted when compared
to its equivalents.

This is our-semi mounted
plough. This is the biggest
and the most technical
plough produced in Turkey.
If demanded, the same
plough will be made
bigger.
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Minimum fuel, maximum power

Our aim and target
is to provide our farmers
plough with maximum
power and minimum fuel.
Despite being big, it is easy to
use. Rood-position provides
comfort to our farmers
while going between their
houses and fields.

Our semi mounted
reversible plough
is the biggest plough
manufactured in Turkey.
Due to its design its balance
adjustment is high. It can be
produced according to our
farmers demonds with
its optional parts.
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High performance

Our automatic
reversible plough is
designed for hard soil
conditions. With its spiral
spring system, high ploughing
and efficiency is obtained.
You can get perfect
ploughing on rocky
soils.

Suitable for all kinds of soil

Our dagger
supported plough is high
performance plough with its
dagger on rocky soils when
compared to classic share
ploughs. As the dagger is
eroded, yo’ll put forward
the dagger and work
with a new part.
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Suitable for
all tractors
Slat mouldboards
easy ploughing on
wet-humid soils by
decreasing the pulling
power of tractor. IT
provides time Money
saving.
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At global standard

Our slat-mouldboard
profile frame
(conventional) ploughs can
be bigger with it +1 additional
bodies. You can change its
inches according to the soil
and tractor. It provides
easier ploughing in
humid soil.

Model variety

Aydın Pulluk produces
this set making plough
fort he farmers who deal
with arboriculture as well as it
produces for all other farmers.
You can also use it as chanel
opening plough. Distance
between sets can be
adjusted as you wish.
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Customer satisfaction under all circumstances

Our quality policy has
been to canalize our
investment according
to the innavations in
agriculture since 1968
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Perfect result

Environmentally friendly

Plough is the most
helping machine in the
triangle of nature, living
creature and machine during
the supplying human needs
without unbalancing the nature.
We follow up the latest
technology in agriculture
and offer to you our
precious farmers.

Our aim is to produce
the newst ploughs that
our farmers need without
makine concession in quality.
Meanwhile keeping the after
sale service satisfaction at
the highest level is one of
our targets.
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Astim Organize Sanayi 3. Cad. No: 14 - Aydın/Türkiye
Telefon: + 90 256 231 05 05 • Faks: + 90 256 231 05 06 • E-mail: aydinpulluk@aydinpulluk.com
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